The role of chromatin and epigenetics in the polyphenisms of ant castes.
Ants and other social insects offer a natural experimental system to investigate the molecular bases of epigenetic processes that influence the whole organism. Epigenetics is defined as the inheritance of biological variation independent of changes in the DNA sequence. As such, epigenetic research focuses on the mechanisms by which multiple phenotypes arise from a single genome. In social insects, whole individuals belong to alternative phenotypic classes (known as castes) that vary in morphology, behavior, reproductive biology and longevity. It has been proposed that the same epigenetic pathways that maintain different cell identities in vertebrates might determine the different phenotypes observed in social insects. Here, I review the current progress on investigating the role of classic epigenetic signals, such as DNA methylation and histone posttranslational modification, in the relatively unexplored paradigm of ant polyphenism.